Quick Guide Installation Steps

Installation Tool List
Scissors
Hack Saw
25 ft. Tape Measure
Step Ladders (identify mount height to determine)
Files:
Flat
Small Rat-Tail
Plumb-Bob
Ball - Peen Hammer
Utility Knife
Pump Pliers
Needle Nose Pliers
Socket Set ;
Adaptors for Impact Tool - 3/8" & 1/2" Drive
Sizes: 0 -1/2" Sockets
Levels;
Torpedo 2 FT
Impact Wrench;
Bits (to include, but not limited to)
5/16" Hex Hd. driver
# 3 long shank Sq. driver (provided only with Track & Trolley Project)
Drill;
Standard Drill Bit I ndex (O - 1/2" dia.)
Optional Paddle Bits (1/2" -1 ¼")
Rotary (masonry) Hammer Drill;
Bits (to include, but not limited to)
3/16" -3/8" dia
Blower (to clean-out drilled masonry holes)
Speed Square
Sharpie, Pencils, Stick Chalk, Markers, etc.
Chalk-Line/Chalk (mixture of blue and white)
Extension Cords;

ft.
# 16 ga. x 25 ft.
# 12 ga. x 50

Dust Pan & Broom
Paper Towels and Rags

(2 pcs.)
(1 pc.)

INSTALLATION VIDEOS:
Curtains: https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=8Es4HcIWXag
Zippers: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=dQFCWAamoog
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Quick Guide Installation Steps

Rigging for Inward Rolling Curtain
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Measuring & Marking
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Packing list
Design Sketch
Sales Order
Cut Sheet

Step 1. Refer to packing list and compare it with contents in
packages received. Ensure that each curtain and pipe and
track are numbered according to cut sheet.

Step 5. Measure in from the zero marks on the ends of the
curtain tracks for pulley and velcro tie up marks.
Measure12" in for curtains less then 72" wide and 18" for
curtains greater than 72".
NOTE: For curtains 96" or greater it will inlcude an extra
pulley kit.

Installation Process
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Installing Single Pulley's
W/F
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Step 2. When specifying project Enclosure Guy always
approaches structure from the outside looking in with
curtain number 1 beginning on the left and so on. Refer to
cut sheet for curtains, curtain tracks and weather flap
tracks dimensions.
Step 6. Install the pulley's at the pre-marked locations. An
inward rolling curtain is established by installing pulleys
below the curtain track.

Laying out Package Content

Installing Double
Pulley's
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Double
/ Pulley
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Step 3. Layout your curtain tracks by number. Curtain
tracks and weather flap tracks are numbered in
accordance to your cut sheet.

/

Cleat

Step 7. The cleat should be installed where it is the most
convenient for you to adjust the your curtains comfortably.
Mark and install the double pulley inside and directly above
the cleat for an inward rolling curtain.

Measuring & Marking

Left side of header.

Pre-Drilling Curtain &
Weather Flap Tracks
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Step 4. From the left side measure and mark for the first
curtain track width on the header of structure. Mark the end
of each curtain track with a zero (0) the zero signifies the
separation of each curtain track.

Jfu.

WARNING! Warm the curtains to 50 degrees prior

�

to Installation. Do not operate curtains
in temperatures below 50 degrees.

0
0�
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- 12"
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Step 8. Pre drill the entire track both curtain and weather
flaps starting 1-1/2" in from each end and approximately
12" apart down the length of the tracks.
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Step 13. Once through double pulley wrap around cleat at
least three times and tie off.
Repeat the process for the second single pulley and
continue the process until all the rope and pulley curtain
rigging is complete.
Wait until all rigging is complete to burn end of rope to keep
from fraying and tie ends with knot.
WARNING! allow rope to cool off before touching!

Step 9. Install curtain track to structure header.
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Rigging for Outward Rolling Curtain
Installing Single Pulley's

Step 10. Slip velcro strap behind track in the area you
marked for velcro strap. Leave about one third of strap
above the curtain track. DO NOT drill through the velcro
strap or pulley rope! T his will weaken them and they may
break.
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NOTE: Before you begin rigging unwrap and straighten the
rope to remove any twist.
NOTE: 1 Rope bundle per curtain.

Step 14. To install the pulley's for an outward rolling curtain
install the single pulleys at the pre-marked locations above
the curtain track.

Rigging Pulleys with Rope
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Double
Pulley

15
Cleat

Step 11. Loosen the curtain track screw closest to the
single pulley location knot the end. Place the rope knot
directly above the single pulley and behind the curtain
track. T he knot should sit below the curtain track.

Step 15. To install the double pulley's mark and install
outside and directly above the cleat.

Installing Rope
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Step 12. Lower the rope down to the length of the curtain
and use curtain pipe to hold down. Bring back up and
through single pulley creating a continuous loop. Continue
to thread the rope to double pulley.

Step 6. Start the rope behind the curtain track with the knot
ending up on top of the track.
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Rigging Pulleys with Rope
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Step 17. Lower the rope down to the length of the curtain and use curtain pipe to hold down. Bring back up and through single
pulley creating a continuous loop. Continue to thread the rope to double pulley.

Rigging Pulleys with Rope

Tie a knot after
rope is through
double pulley to
prevent rope from
traveling back.
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Step 18. Once through double pulley wrap around cleat at least three times. Trim rope about two feet below cleat and carefully
burn end of rope to keep from fraying and tie end in knot. WARNING allow rope to cool off before touching!
Repeatthe process for the second single pulley and continue the process until all the rope and pulley curtain rigging is complete.

Installing Curtain on to Track
Track
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� Curtain

Step 19. Next install curtain onto track. Install the curtains with the tie down trigger snaps facing inward. Start on the left side, slide
the welting into the curtain track adjust the curtains so thatthey are between the rope loops.

Continuous Curtain

For visual purposes: This is a continuous curtain
installation.

For visual purposes: This is a intermittent curtain
installation.
NOTE: When installing in between two post unscrew
curtain track and gently bend the track without kinking or
breaking track and slide curtain in.
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Aligning Curtains
Marking D-Rin s

Installing D-Rin s

.---

Step 22. Align all curtains in openings with zippers touching. Each curtain should line up with corresponding track. Make sure
curtains have not shifted and are aligned at "O" zero mark. Mark tie down locations and anchor D-Rings to deck, slab. or wall.
Install D-ring by either screwing to floor with screw or pre-drilling with hammer drill to install. Hammer drill to be used if floor is
concrete. Loosely attach adjustable trigger snaps assembly to anchored D-Rings.
NOTE: Adjust tie downs with about 5 lbs force. Never adjust tie downs to much that you create a "V" shape on the curtains!
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Installing Zipper Slider to Curtains

Pull Curtain #1
Zipper Chain ----

Pull Curtain #2
---- Zipper Chain

Step 21. Pull zipper chains and pull forward from in between curtains.
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Installing Zipper Slider to Curtains
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Raised side
of zipper chain Thicker side of zipper

slider faces forward and
should align with raised
side of zipper straps.

Step 22. Lightly tension and align zipper teeth. Insert the zipper slider to the longer side of the zipper chain and slide down until the
slider meets the shorter side of the zipper chain. Insert the short end into the zipper slider while pulling slider maintain tension on
zipper chain. Once slider is engaged, continue to pull until zipper is completely closed.

Installing Zipper Slider to Curtains
Zipper chains
folded and zip
/tied.
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Excess zipper
chain tucked behind
curtains and
not visible.

Step 23. Fold the excess zipper chain that is on top and cinch together with zip tie. Tuck the excess zipper slightly above the final
stitch of the zipper chain and tuck behind curtains where you cannot see it.
Continue the same process for the rest of the curtains and weather flaps.
NOTE: if after several attempts trying to start the slider the zip chains become frayed trim slightly and begin again. DO NOT cut
zipper chains even! The sliders are easier to install with the zipper chains uneven.

Installing Pipe to Curtains

PIPE POCKET
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Bottom of Curtain
Step 24. Insert roller tube into curtain pocket at the bottom of each corresponding curtain .
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Weather Flap Installation
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Weather Flap Installation

28

Curtain

Weather
Flap
Track

Tying Down Curtain

Weather Flap Installation
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Step 29. Zipper the (vertical) weather flap (WF) to the
specified curtain, before attaching the WF track to the wall.
Slip the WF track onto the fabric WF, then screw into the
vertical wall, starting at the bottom, approximately every 24
inches.

Unzipping For Roll U

Weather Flap
w/Track

Step 30. Next align weather flap assembly mark and locate
the weather flap track placement. Install weather flap track
once you have marked placement.

Tie knot at
ends and
burn end.

Step 32. Your installation is nearly complete. Slightly
tension the ropes cleat off and cut and burn the excess to
length. Then finish the ends with a simple knot so that it will
prevent the ropes from running back through pulley's.

Weather Flap Installation
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Weather
Flap

Step 31. Do not install weather flap tracks under tension.
They may appear to be over sized but are designed to
accommodate for shrinkage. Filler flaps are included with
your order at no extra charge to make up for excessive
shrinkage and prolong the life of the curtains.
NOTE: Filler flaps are not to be installed during initial
installation of curtains.

Step 28. To install weather flaps first engage weather flap
zippers to curtains where weather flaps are called for.
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Never unzip higher
than the top colored
trim on curtain.
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USE
POLE
HOOK
UNZIP

Step 33. Unzip the curtains and weather flaps but
remember never higher than the top colored trim on the
curtains.
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WARNING! Warm the curtains to 50 degrees prior

to Installation. Do not operate curtains
in temperatures below 50 degrees.
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CAUTION! Do not allow the clear curtains to collect water. If the

Step 34. To start retracting the curtains hand roll curtains to
about chest high. While holding the rolled curtain grab the
rope and slowly and evenly pull the curtains up wards.
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Rolling Up Curtain

enclosure rolls to the outside and collects rain water,
drop the curtains down, and allow them to dry
completely before rolling them back up for seasonal
storage. The clear vinyl can cloud up permanently if
they remain rolled up wet. Generally, the vinyl will
clear up in a day or so if it is a little bit cloudy. The
clear vinyl cannot sit in the water for extended
periods of time in the heat of the summer, it will be
permanently discolored.

Different Mountings of Curtain
Wall Mount
Outward Roll

Wall Mount
Inward Roll

Step 35. Cleat off the rope spool and hang the excess over the cleat. NOTE: When the curtains are rolled up the diameter is
usually 8 to 10 inches.

This completes the installation process.
Seasonal cleaning is recommended with 210 polish and micro fiber cloths which are available at
EnclosureGuy.com.
Installation video

IF YOU HAVE A SMART PHONE YOU CAN DOWNLOAD ANY QR READER
APP. AND SCAN THE QR CODE TO VIEW THE INSTALLATION VIDEO OR
COPY AND PASTE THE WEB ADDRESS BELOW ON YOU COMPUTER.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=8Es4HclWXag
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